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Introduction  
 
The image of the people begging in the streets of Bogotá next to the traffic lights, 
carrying cartons with ´fue desplazado´ , - I was displaced – was the image that came to 
my mind when I chose my thesis topic. What happens to those who are forcibly 
displaced from their homes, work, family and friends by conflict? It crossed my mind 
often, especially because of the ´refugee crisis´ that Europe is facing nowadays. Here, in 
the Netherlands, more than a few residents protested fiercely against the construction 
of shelters for the refugees of the violence in Syria, and actually did not want the 
refugees to enter the Netherlands at all. I could not help to think what happens when 
you try to resettle somewhere else, overall very dependent on the residents that 
´welcome´ you? How is it possible to be treated as a perpetrator instead of a victim in 
need of aid?           
 The ongoing internal conflict in Colombia generated one of the largest crises of 
displacement in the word, after Sudan and Syria (CNMH 2015). During my exchange in 
Colombia in 2012, I was confronted many times with these ´displaced people´ begging in 
the streets. My Colombian friends, well educated high class friends, told me they were 
´just´ begging in the streets. ´Just´ poor people.  Even though they confirmed the 
existence of violence in the countryside, they questioned their reasons of being in the 
streets of Bogotá. They questioned their legitimacy. I could not help to compare the 
hostile attitude against the ´refugees´ in Colombia with the Syrian refugees that the 
Netherlands receives. There is a grey area surrounding determining who deserves aid, 
and who is obligated, responsible, to provide this aid and why. This is both a question of 
accountability, as well as moral values and human rights, questions that do not have one 
answer and therefore have the potential to destabilize the hosting environment. This 
led me to questions like, how do victims of displacement cope with a hostile 
environment of resettlement? How do they cope with their lost homes and the violence 
that they experienced? And more importantly, how do they try to rebuild their lives? 
 Historical memory plays an important role in the aftermath of a conflict for 
exposing the atrocities that happened and demanding accountability. Currently, 
Colombia is experiencing a ´memory boom´ even though the conflict has not ended yet. 
The crisis of displacement is going on for years, and these internal displaced persons 
that have resettled in the large cities are sharing their stories of violence and claiming 
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recognition.  You can find memory practices everywhere in the city, from memorials to 
public protests, as well as education about the conflict and its victims. I decided to focus 
on memory practices in this thesis to contribute to the understanding of the role of 
historical memory on processes of reconciliation, which the UN defines broadly as 
´healing relationships´ (Bloomfield et al. 2003). This brings me to my central research 
question; how can we understand the role of historical memory in processes of 
reconciliation for victims of displacement in Bogota, Colombia 2011-2015? Bogotá is the 
urban setting which hosts a large number of internally displaced persons and where I 
can investigate the context in which lives are being rebuilt.     
 Even though reconciliation is a ´bottom up´ process, the government can carry 
out many things to promote the process and provide opportunities for people to heal 
their wounds. The Center for Memory Peace and Reconciliation in Bogotá is an 
important institution of the municipality to enhance this process. It became a central 
focus in my research, as it is a place where many victims gather and where they can 
share their experiences. The assistants of the center let me attend several workshops 
and helped me get in to contact with my respondents.      
 To understand Colombia's historical and current political context in which the 
violence occurred and in which memories are framed, I performed a historical analysis 
of the recently produced scholarly work on violence and displacement in Colombia. To 
explore the experiences of displacement, resettlement and practices of memory, I relied 
upon open-ended interviews with internally displaced persons (IDP´s) originating from 
different conflict areas, and assisted memory practices performed in the Center of 
Memory Peace and Reconciliation (CMPR). To gain access to memory discourses from 
social organizations, I observed workshops and panel discussions in the center. This 
study is primarily a qualitative descriptive analysis of the struggle of resettlement by 
the internally displaced living in the periphery of the city of Bogotá and the importance 
of historical memory in this process.         
 The result of this research, this thesis, is structured in the following manner: In 
the first chapter I will present a theoretical analysis of three concepts that form the 
basis for the analysis of this research. In this chapter I will elaborate the difference 
between history and memory and discuss the political load of historical memory. I 
relate the concept of historical memory to the experience of citizenship, as historical 
memories establish or reinforce political identities that reflect a certain power struggle 
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for citizenship rights. As citizenship is a broad concept and has been discussed by many 
scholars, my focus in this thesis is on citizenship rights. Thirdly, I will discuss the 
concept of ´internally displaced persons´ as a category of concern and stress how 
citizenship is an important factor for their categorization.     
 The second chapter consists of a historical analysis of violence in Colombia and 
the experience of citizenship between 1946 en 2005. I will expose the crisis of 
displacement in the country and the absence of citizenship as a continuous element of 
society. I will discuss the politics of president Uribe, who denied the existence of an 
armed conflict in Colombia, while guerrilla activity reached its peak. At the same time, 
he promoted national reconciliation policies with the disarmament of paramilitary 
groups. I will set forth how this ended in a ‘boom’ of memory building in the country. 
 In the third chapter I will show IDP’s try to resettle in Bogotá and the symbolic 
violence they face. Hereafter I will set forth the construction of the Center for Memory 
Peace and Reconciliation and its role in promoting memory building in the city. In the 
last part I will share my own experience of the memory boom in Bogotá and analyze 
how the IDP’s use these memory practices to claim citizenship in the capital: by 
enhancing their self-esteem and confidence, establishing a place where they belong, 
contesting the negative discourse and by forming social organizations claiming human 
rights.   
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1. A conceptual analysis of displacement, memory and citizenship  
 
In this chapter I will analyze the concepts memory, citizenship and internally displaced 
persons and review their interconnectedness. I will first discuss the construction of 
collective memories and the difference between memory and history. Memories are 
articulated on present day concerns and are crucial for forming political identities in 
society. Hereafter I will discuss the concept of citizenship and especially citizenship 
rights, which also involves a struggle for power. Lastly, I will show how IDP´s as a 
special category of concern is related to questions of (lack of) citizenship.  
 
1.1 An analysis of historical memory in times of conflict 
 
We can find a lot written about reconstructing and thinking about the past. The debates 
concerning memory in social sciences vary from the relation between history and 
memory to the existence or nonexistence of collective memories. In Latin America, the 
concept of  'memory' grew importance because of the many military dictatorships in the 
20th century that produced large scale human rights violations. The debates around 
memory in periods of political violence and suppression are most of the times deployed 
when discussing the construction of a democratic order where human rights are 
guaranteed for the whole population. The actors that enter these debates use the 
memory of the past for their democratic projects and experience their actions as 
necessary to ensure that the atrocities that happened will not repeat themselves, ever 
again: nunca más (Jelin 2002: 10-11). In this chapter I will discuss the contemporary 
debates on memory in social sciences literature and elaborate the role of memory in 
times of conflict.  
 
1.1.1 Collective memory as a social phenomenon  
The first scholar to theorize and problematize collective memory was Maurice 
Halbwachs (French 2012). To Halbwachs, collective memory is a  reconstruction of the 
past founded upon present-day concerns  (Coser.: 34). As we observe, this approach is 
now the starting point for many renowned scholars on memory (Calveiro 2006; Jelin 
2002 ; Nora 1989 ; Ricoeur 1999).         
 The debate around memory and history concerns the question if memory is a 
different practice than history regarding the construction of the past. Paul Ricoeur 
(1999) poses two important questions in his first chapter. What is remembered and 
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whose memory is it? And what is history and its relation to memory? Josefina Bustillo 
(in Acuña-Rodríguez 2014) argues that history is seen as the science that lies out the 
facts of the past, while memory contains a construct of the past cultivated by current 
actors.  Nevertheless, this differentiation between history as science and memory as a 
social construct does not explain the subjectivity of the construction of history. The 
Mexican historian Enrique Florescano (in: Ibid.) argues that memory is the foundation 
of history, a category that supplements history. The historian takes these memories into 
account but creates his own work with his vision and perceptions of the past. Pierre 
Nora (1989: 8) sees history and memory as two opposite concepts. 'Memory is life, 
borne by living societies founded in its name. [...] History, on the other hand, is the 
reconstruction, always problematic and incomplete, of what is no longer.' Pilar Calveiro 
(2006: 377) adds to this that the study of history is based on the study of archives 
whereas memory, is part of an experience, and instead of being persevered in a 
framework 'la cualidad de la memoria reside en que es capaz de trascenderla, de 
asignarle uno o varios sentidos para hacer así de una experiencia única e intransferible 
algo transmisible, comunicable, que se puede compartir y pasar'.                                          
 Halbwachs ( Halbwachs & Coser 1992: 38) stressed that memory is above all a 
social phenomenon: ‘[I]t is in society that people normally acquire their memories. It is 
also in society that they recall, recognize and localize their memories’. Processes of 
remembering and forgetting are carried out by individuals situated in specific group 
and social contexts. It is impossible to remember or recreate the past without involving 
these contexts. Questions that arise are, can we have individual memories? Can we 
speak of a collective memory? Jelin (2002: 20) embraces Halbwachs' work on the social 
framework of memory, that indicates the ever presence of 'the social' even when 
considering personal memories. These frameworks give meaning to individual 
memories. The debate regarding this theme concerns the relative weight of this social 
context and the context of this individual on these memory processes. When discussing 
the notion of 'collective memory', she argues that even though the notion in itself is 
problematic - as it seems to be a reified entity that exists separate from the individual- 
she argues that it can also be interpreted in a sense of shared memories, a product of 
multiple interaction within social frameworks . This way she moves away from 
collective memory as a concrete object, but pays attention to the processes of 
constructing memory.                                                                                                                  
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 Jelin (2002) discusses in her work 'Los Trabajos de la Memoria' 
the understanding of memories in times of political suppression in the Southern Cone of 
South America. She addresses memory as a cultural mechanism that enhances the 
feeling of belonging to groups or communities. She states that, especially for groups that 
experience suppression or discrimination, a common past helps to construct feelings of 
self-esteem and confidence in themselves and or the group (ibid.: 10). Therefore, 
following French (2012), studying collective memory implicates the analysis of ‘owning 
history’, the practice of assessing the right to historicity. Katherine Hite (in Hite & Ungar 
2013: 343) argues that  
 
´the concept of a ¨politics of memory¨- often expressed as ¨historical memory¨, ¨collective 
memory¨ or ¨social memory¨ - refers to the way in which groups, collectivities, and 
nations construct and identify with particular narratives about historical periods or 
events. Historical memories are foundational to social and political identities and are 
also often redefined in relation to the present historical-political moment. In concrete 
terms, memory politics are closely associated with movements and policies that focus on 
exposing and demanding accountability for historical truths´.  
 
Establishing historical memories therefore is a process that depends on a certain access 
to power, but also empowers groups by establishing political identity.  
 
1.1.2 An analysis of memory politics  
Monika Palmberger (2006) points out that remembering allows us to give meaning to 
the present and ‘gain power over the future’. Therefore, the center of the dispute around 
constructing memory does not lie on what actually happened in the past, but who is 
allowed to represent that part of the past in the present. Memory is not just a process of 
recollecting data, it is a process that is actively managed by power relations: those in 
power will lead the public discourse and determine its content.    
 Palmberger (2006) adds that the ones leading the official memory discourse play 
an important part in the identity construction of a nation. The representation of a 
nation’s past is the outcome of an ongoing struggle over the institutionalization of 
memories. A perception of the past will not have political effect if it is not part of a 
widely shared narrative, and to make a perception part of this narrative depends on the 
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owner’s access to power.  Therefore we speak of a politics of memory: ´memory, in any 
dimension, is a place of power and competition´ (Barrios- Giraldo 2014: 25). And, 
according to Calveiro (2006:377): ‘No existen las memorias neutrales sino formas 
diferentes de articular lo vivido con el presente. Y es en esta articulación precise, y no en 
una u otra lectura del pasado, que reside la carga política que se la asigna a la 
memoria’.            
 Palmberger (2006: 528) contends that memory is especially controlled by those 
in power in situations of political instability. However, this does not mean that there are 
no ‘counter memories’ besides the dominant discourse. She identifies two processes 
within politics of memory, which are the political process of mutual influence among 
shared memories but also the dispute that arises around all acts of creating or enforcing 
a common memory.                                                    
 Societies remember the past in different ways. There are acts of memory that 
hold an intentional practice based on the desire to understand, or a strive for justice. In 
this case the practice of remembering is a conscious decision of not-forgetting, an 
ethical demand or as a resistance to convenient narratives (Calveiro 2006: 377). These 
choices and considerations can be defined as memory policies:  
 
´Memory policies refer to the discourses and practices through which it is decided who, 
how, when and under what conditions, a society chooses what to remember or forget. 
These choices are materialized and revealed in the uses that are publicly made of history 
(In school, public space, ritual commemorations, museums, monuments and other 
“places of memory”) as a legitimate identitary narrative for the community. These 
policies of memory are constantly in dispute, the various social actors seek to 
consolidate its own memory as hegemonic and refuse the forgetfulness and silences to 
which they or their ancestors have been subjected, and as a result, the uses which are 
made from history are subject to constant redefinition and transformation´ (Vargas 
Alvarez 2013: 10).  
  
Palmberger (2006) warns us not to assume that the official discourse is oppressive and 
negative and the counter memories are  positive and ‘closer to the truth’, as this would 
be too crude. ‘More relevant than asking about the truth of the official discourse or 
counter narratives would be to ask about their relationship to each other. They are 
necessarily interrelated, since any counter discourse relates to the dominant discourse’ 
(Ibid.:528).                                                                                                                                 
 French (2012) argues that the challenging of the official memory in the 
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postcolonial context and the shocking amount of state-sponsored violence against 
civilians in the twentieth century engendered struggles around self-consciousness and 
collective memories against the leading interpretation of the past. She argues that these 
efforts seek to uncover ‘historical yet enduring forms of inequality’ in order to generate 
a more inclusive and equal present and future. Trouillot pays attention to this struggle 
for historicity:   ‘Minorities of all kinds can and do voice their cultural claims, not on the 
basis of explicit theories of culture but in the name of historical authenticity. They enter 
the debates not as academics—or not only as academics— but as situated individuals 
with rights to historicity’ (French 2012). This shows us how unequal citizenship can be 
addressed through contesting the public memory.     
 Rodríguez (2008) discusses the relation between memory and citizenship 
extensively. Memory plays an important role regarding ideas about citizenship.  She 
stresses the importance of the relation between memory and citizenship, which is tied 
to political identities existing within the framework of the nation. Even at the margins of 
the nation, the subject speaks from the interaction with collective identities defined as 
central or subordinated. The subject who remembers has a relation with the nation, as 
being a citizen or being excluded from citizenship. All memory is primarily related to 
the nation, with a political system and situated in an ideological context (ibid.: 10). In 
the following paragraph I will analyze the concept of citizenship in Latin America.  
 
1.2 Citizenship and the right to have rights in Latin America 
The notion of citizenship and the debate keeps changing over time. Overall, decisive 
elements of citizenship encompass  rights, obligations and responsibilities (Jelin 1997; 
Brun 2003; Assies et al. 2005). The obligations contain a coercive aspect, but 
responsibilities refer to the element of identity and attachment. A sense of community 
and belonging generates the awareness of being a subject with the right to have rights 
(Jelin 1997: 106). ´The right to have rights´ comes from Hannah Arendt, who stressed 
that the right to membership in a political community, which grants access to citizen 
rights, was the most basic human right . (Tubb 2006). In the following paragraphs I will 
expand the notion of citizenship rights.  
1.2.1 An analysis of Marshall’s framework of citizenship rights   
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Most analyses of citizenship start with Marshall’s framework of citizenship rights of 
1950. He was the first to analyze citizenship with a historical perspective on the 
development of rights: civil, political and social rights. He reviewed the British case of 
the evolution of citizenship rights, which advanced following the necessities of capitalist 
accumulation (Oxhorn 1998: 3). Civil, political and social rights followed each other 
subsequently which he assigned to the 18th, 19th and 20th century. Civil rights comprise 
the rights to enhance individual liberty, as the freedom of speech, personal freedom, 
thought and faith, the right to justice, to enter into contracts and the right to hold 
property. Civil rights have to be respected by the State. He stated that political rights 
contained the right to participate in the exercise of political power. Social rights were 
initially related to membership of local labor organizations, but  contained all the rights 
to be able to ‘live the life of a civilized being according to the standards prevailing in the 
society’ (Pierson & Castles 2006:30). Social rights have to be provided by the state and 
require active state intervention (Assies et al. 2005: 18)     
 Marshalls framework has received many criticism. The historical perspective on 
the development of rights is not a universal rule. As we can see in Latin America in the 
twentieth century, social and labor rights expanded strongly when civil and political 
rights were only scarcely enforced. This implies that social rights do not have to be an 
outgrowth of the enforcement of civil and political rights. Furthermore, when political 
rights were recovered in the 1980s, large violations of civil rights occurred (Jelin 1997: 
104). The development of citizenship rights did not stop with social rights. Other types 
of rights that have emerged are cultural, ethnic and human rights (Oxhorn 1998: 5).  
  The expansion of rights in Latin America did not follow the same path as 
Marshall described in the British case. The struggle against the bureaucratic- 
authoritarian regimes that emerged in the 1970s in many Latin American countries, in 
most cases guilty of state terrorism, and the subsequent democratic transitions 
contributed to the renewed debate (Assies et al. 2005: 4 -5). The liberal understanding 
of citizenship by Marshall needed to be redefined.  
 
1.2.1 Transitioning to democracy and the redefinition of citizenship 
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In most Latin American countries citizenship became a central research theme starting 
from the 1980’s as part of the process of revising notions of representation and 
democratic legitimacy (Lobato 2013: 10).  Even though ‘citizenship’ was acknowledged 
as a crucial weapon in the struggle against social and economic exclusion and inequality, 
achieving equality was not the sole object of this process. Citizenship became, more 
importantly, a fundamental notion to extend dominant notions of politics itself .  ‘[T]he 
redefinition of citizenship undertaken mainly by social movements and other sectors of 
civil society in Latin America intended, in the first place, to confront the existing 
boundaries of what is defined as the political arena: its participants, its institutions, its 
processes, its agenda and its scope´ (Dagnino 2005: 1).      
 Elizabeth Jelin (1997: 104) points out that, even though there are tangible 
struggles concerning the expansion of citizenship rights, like the freedom of speech or 
receiving social benefits, ‘from an analytical perspective the concept of citizenship 
refers to a conflictive practice related to power – that is, to a struggle about who is 
entitled to say what in the process of defining common problems and deciding how they 
will be faced’. The conception being part of a political community and therefore holding  
‘the right to have rights’ became the starting point for the redefinition of citizenship in 
Latin America. This permitted the formation of new political subjects struggling for 
their recognition and actively defining their rights (Dagnino 2005 :5). Dagnino (ibid.) 
argues that this can be called a ‘citizenship from below’, as this understanding of 
citizenship does not involve the strategies of the dominant classes and the state to keep 
marginalized groups out of the political arena, but a strategy of the citizens themselves 
to enhance social integration.          
 
1.2.2 The fourth wave of rights 
Human rights entered the political arena in the late twentieth century, together with 
cultural rights. Due to globalization certain social issues that went beyond the state 
came to the fore and gained support for enforcing these rights breeding the existence of 
the international community (Assies et al.:29).  The struggle for human rights against 
authoritarian regimes and also in the countries enduring an internal armed conflict like 
Peru and Colombia concerned practices of citizenship.     
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 Dagnino (2005) presents three possible arguments regarding the influence of the 
human rights struggles on citizenship. First, she mentions the increasing human rights 
activism for access to legal and judicial provisions by social movements which provided 
a new cultural-political base to develop the notion of citizenship. Furthermore, she 
argues that the notion of human rights expanded from concerning issues like 
disappearances and torture to ´the right to life´ which includes claims to social rights 
like health and housing. She notes that the ethical principles that were established by 
these human rights movements are still very much alive. Goldstein (2007: 52) reminds 
us that, even though human rights activism spread due to processes of globalization and 
international human rights law was established, human rights are not that explicit as 
often presumed:  
 
´The practice of human rights in what are typically defined as ‘local’ contexts is much 
more complex than international human rights law and its theorist might presume. As 
with all cultural phenomena, the meanings of human rights shift and change over time, 
as local actors redefine them in response to current material conditions and 
sociopolitical configurations’.  
 
Indigenous and black movements introduced the idea of collective rights, pertaining to 
groups based on ethno-cultural identities (Dagnino 2005). They merged the struggle for 
the recognition of  their identities and the quest of redefining citizenship.   This involved 
the promotion of a ´differentiated citizenship´, in which individuals could share the 
cultural heritage of a community. It especially redefined the political community as this 
´community´ did not necessarily involved membership to the nation-state (Tulchin & 
Ruthenberg 2007).         
 The growing claims and attention for minority rights in the past decades had 
important implications for the understanding of citizenship. The traditional 
understanding of ´equal rights´, a universalistic citizenship, was contested by these 
claims for a differentiated citizenship (Potthast et al. 2015). The right to be different 
obviously contradicted the ‘homogenizing imagery of citizenship’ (Assies et al: 26).  
´The idea of citizenship in the present, as in the past, anchors rights in membership in a 
politically sovereign entity, whereas human rights are rooted in the individual by virtue 
of his or her humanity and not due to his or her status in the body politic. The 
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effectiveness of rights enjoyed by citizens is due to their local, particularistic, and 
political character whereas human rights gain their poignancy by virtue of their 
universal, equal, and natural character´ (Sikkink: 411).  
This ´differentiated citizenship´ can be seen as a threat to the nation, but is now mostly 
deemed necessary by cultural pluralists to create an inclusive nation where minorities 
can be part of the public culture (Tulchin & Ruthenberg 2007: 29-30).  
 
´The demand for cultural rights and the right to different, tailored forms of citizenship 
opens the possibilities that citizenship will not be identical for all, that the unit that 
holds rights will not necessarily be the individual, and that there is not a fixed basket of 
rights that only the state will define and concede´ 
(Ibid.:47).                                                                                                        
 
Hagopian (ibid.) points out that, it has been assumed for a long time in the study on 
democratization that transitions to democracy would automatically bring civil, political, 
and maybe even social rights. However, the citizenship project in Latin America has 
shown us that this is not the case.        
 Hagopian (ibid.) states that political rights have  advanced nicely, ‘but while the 
field was fixed on the problem of social rights and the difficulty of Latin Americans in 
achieving them, the process of extending and enforcing civil rights was uneven, slipshod 
and incomplete’. He (ibid.: 36) describes the malfunctioning of the democracy as the 
courts, police and bureaucrats oppress citizens in their daily interactions and this way 
made ‘a mockery of the whole notion of citizenship for so many of Latin America’s poor’.  
Dagnino (2005) stresses that human rights movements have redefined their politics 
towards impunity of the powerful, and most importantly, accountability.  
 The position of the powerful and the powerless in society brings me to the third 
concept I would like to consider in this chapter: internally displaced persons.  
              
1.3 Conceptualizing internally displaced persons  
The issue of internal displacement has grown importance in the international arena in 
the last decade of the twentieth century. (Mooney 2005). The proliferation of internal 
conflicts in the post-cold war era caused massive displacements: since the late 1980’s 
around twenty-five million people have been displaced from their homes (Cohen 1998: 
1). This ‘global crisis of displacement’ became an important matter of concern for the 
international community for several reasons. Important reasons were the will to 
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prevent refugee flows, which required the protection of the displaced within their own 
countries, and human rights movements which advocated that human right violations 
transcend the borders of the state. The humanitarian perspective concerned the need to 
assist those who were excluded from international protections as they stayed under the 
jurisdiction of their own government. A government can fail to protect its citizen but can 
also deliberately neglect those citizens who the government considers harmful or 
undesirable.    
         
1.3.1 Defining internally displaced persons 
The lack of protection for IDP’s within their own countries, together with the human 
rights violations and the force that induces them to leave their homes distinguishes 
them as a category and makes them of concern to the international community 
(Ibid.:17). Mooney (2005:21) states that the essence of the concept of IDP’s is the 
human rights claim that it encompasses, as the concept was developed and promoted by 
the UN as a category of concern and was put on the international agenda.  
 There are several ambiguities regarding the term ‘internally displaced persons’ 
and who belong to this category. Cohen (1998: 16) points out that internal displacement 
concerns two characteristics; the coerced or involuntary movement and the fact that the 
population does not cross the national border. The United Nations have established a 
set of guiding principles on internal displacement. These principles stress the equal 
rights and obligations of IDP´s as other co-citizens and the right to not be discriminated 
(Brun 2003). However, the definition of IDP´s has been contested regarding the causes 
of the displaced. For example, there have been discussions about including victims of 
poverty or other economic problems as well as victims of natural disasters. The UN 
decided to include only the latter, as the ´coercive´ factor with economic problems is not 
so clear (Cohen 1998: 17).  The modified version therefore defines the internally 
displaced as persons or groups of persons ‘who have been forced or obliged to flee or to 
leave their homes of places of habitual residence, in particular, as a result of, or in order 
to avoid the effects of, armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of 
human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an 
internationally recognized state border’ (Ibid: 18).    
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1.3.2 The dehumanizing effect of categorization  
Depending on the reason of displacement, displaced persons get categorized which can 
be useful for policy making and relief assistance (Cernea 1990). Either way, Cernea 
(ibid.: 325) points out that no matter for which reason people get displaced, they all 
have a similar experience:  
 
´Displaced people of all categories resemble each other in that they lose their houses and 
households ; they temporarily or permanently lose their lands , water wells , workshops 
, vending stalls , or other assets . Their production systems are dismantled , their ways o  
making a living are disrupted and their very livelihood critically jeopardized . The 
supporting social networks of which the  are a part unravel. They relocate in previously  
unknown n places , among g host population  often n suspicious s of them or directly 
hostile´. 
 
Several scholars question the utility of categorizing the internally displaced. The 
categorization involves several problems in regards to this often suspicious or hostile 
host population. Besides a humanitarian label, it becomes a social category and identity 
within society, with a dehumanizing nature (Hickel 2001). This risks increasing 
discrimination, as it separates the displaced from other citizens and this way they do 
not acquire the same rights as the host population where they resettle (Brun 2003). 
Stepputat & Sorensen (2001: 770) argue that this categorization, and the corresponding 
identity, stems from the idea that people overall live in one fixed place. They argue that 
it ´tends to ignore the mobility inherent in many livelihoods practices before, during, 
and after violent conflicts. If this mobility is recognized analytical – for example by 
introducing the notion of ´mobile livelihoods´ - the differences between migrants, 
displaced people and those who stay put, may not be as marked as usually imagined.´ 
The marked differences between displaced people and the host population questions 
notions of ´belonging´ to a certain place.  
 
1.3.3 Displacement and questions of belonging 
According to Catherine Brun (2001:15), many displaced persons experience 
displacement as ´ being physically present at one place, but at the same time having a 
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feeling of belonging somewhere else´. Since the last two decades of the twentieth 
century, the debate regarding the relationship between people, place and identity 
increased. The renewed debate contested the essentialist view of space. The essentialist 
view of space suggests that people belong to a certain territorial place in the world and 
therefore contributed to the conception of seeing refugees as having ´lost´ their culture 
and identity (Brun 2001: 25). This view was challenged by the view of mobility as a 
mode of human existence in a globalized world, which resulted in a ´deterritorialization´ 
of identity. This implied a denial of the relationship between people and place (Kibreab 
1999: 385). This contesting approach maintains that people who have fled from their 
place of origin are not torn from their identity and culture and do not become 
powerless. Brun (2003: 23-24) argues that the local perspective of IDP´s has been 
neglected in refugee studies and argues for ´reterritorialization´ of the relationship 
between people and places:   
 
´Refugees and displaced people's places are constructed out of the social interactions 
that intersect the specific location where they are present. Reterritorialization involves 
the process of how displaced and local people expand their networks, make livelihoods 
and develop strategies to control their own lives´.  
 
Reestablishing their place in the society is actually a struggle for citizenship, as being a 
citizen entails enjoying full membership of the society. This does not need to relate to a 
certain territory, but it does entail the constructing of a ´home´. ´Home is 
multidimensional, a concept in which temporality (past, present, future) intersects with 
spatiality (physical and imaginary) and social relations (family, oppression, 
domination)´ (Kabachnik et al 2009: 1). Black (2002: 216) concretes this by stating that 
home can refer ´as much to beliefs, customs or traditions as physical places or 
buildings´. Therefore, telling stories about home and invoking memories are a part of 
the home-making constructions of the IDP´s (Kabachknik 2009). It is often not clear 
when displacement ends and they are not considered internally displaced anymore 
(Mooney 2005). Displacement is often not a temporary problem that ends when the 
displaced resettle or return home. It affects not only the lives of the displaced, but also 
their families and can rupture whole communities and societies (Cohen 1998: 23).   
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1.4 Conclusion  
The dispute for power is a primary aspect that relates the concepts of memory, 
citizenship and internally displaced persons. As we have seen, the construction of 
memory is a way to gain power over the future and reflects who is allowed to represent 
certain parts of the past in the current society. Historical memory can therefore be used 
for democratic projects, as the ways in which events  are remembered conditions the 
response to it. This brings us to the understanding citizenship as the struggle over who 
is allowed to define the common problems in society and decide how these must be 
handled. Memory politics articulate with citizenship when these politics promote the 
configuration of citizenship rights and social relations in society. This is especially 
evident in the fourth wave of rights: the claim to collective rights related to ethno-
cultural identities. Through shared memories of certain cultural heritage groups 
develop a claim to a ´differentiated citizenship´.       
 The need to belong to a political community to be able to access citizenship 
rights, as theorized by Hannah Arendt (Tubb 2006), is a common problem for IDP´s. 
Even though they stay within their ´own´ borders, a hostile host community or absent 
state can take away these rights.  The absence of ´belonging´ robs them of membership 
from a community and a home, and complicates their ability to access social rights like 
housing and education. Memory can be an important tool to construct their home in a 
new territory, as a strategy to gain power over their own lives. Citizenship is always a 
struggle that can expand and contract  citizenship rights, and for IDP´s this struggle 
involves their reestablishment among an often unknown population and territory.   
 In the following chapter I will make a historical analysis of the internal conflict in 
Colombia guided by these three concepts.  
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2. Colombia´s history of violence and the absence of citizenship 1946-
2015 
In this chapter I will make a historical analysis of Colombia’s violent history. I will set 
forth the emergence of several conflicting groups, which turned into one of the largest 
crises of internal displacement in the world. I will first point out the lack of citizenship 
that has been continuous during Colombia’s history. Violence, impunity and lack of 
political participation are just a few elements of the absent citizenship. Afterwards, I 
will review the crisis of displacement and the practice of state violence. Thirdly, I will 
discuss how an infrastructure of victim assistance has been developed in the last 
decade.  
2.1 A historical analysis of Colombia’s internal conflict 1946 - 1990 
Colombia holds a violent history ever since its independence of 1821 (Tupay 2006 ; Tate 
2007). It can be narrowed down to a strong division between liberals and conservatives. 
By the end of the 19th century, the conservatives were holding on to power by 
repressing the opposition, which were the liberals. In general, the conservatives were 
mainly large landowners and patriarchs, and the liberals were mainly entrepreneurs 
and vendors. The two movements held opposing political views regarding the 
governance of the country. As the conservatives supported centralization, the church 
and conventional principles, the liberals advocated a free market, secularization and 
separated powers (Tupay 2006; Tate 2007). After a civil war of 3 years between the two 
fronts, a period of sharing power followed, although the conservatives dominated the 
political area until 1930. This generated a culture in which the conservatives were 
considered the elite and deemed themselves superior to the common people (ibid.).   
 
2.1.1 The lack of political participation 1946-1960       
In 1930 the liberals won elections after the so called ´banana massacre´ where 
hundreds of protesting workings for the US United Fruit Company were killed by 
government forces. The liberal governance persisted until 1944, in which large 
economic and social reforms were introduced and a controversial agrarian reform to 
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change the feudal relationship from the rural population to the large landowners and 
help the peasants to acquire their own land. This led to wide spread violence in the rural 
areas and the conservatives regained power in 1946. In this period the liberals 
presented Jorge Eliecer Gaitan, a socialist liberal who threatened the conservative 
presidency and therefore was killed in 1948 (ibid.). The murder was followed by a 
violent protest, El Bogotazo, that resulted in a civil war that lasted till 1960. In this 
´political cleansing campaign of the rural area´ (ibid), named ´La Violencia´, at least 
200.000 civilians were killed. A mutual agreement was established to end the violence, 
the ‘National Front’, in which the two parties rotated power every presidential term. 
Tupay (2006) claims that ‘those liberals who had returned to their clandestine 
operations during La Violencia however, remained active and where backed by the 
communist party. For them, the conflict had turned from party strife to class-
struggle.´ In these years several guerrilla groups emerged, like the largest group FARC 
(Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia) and ELN (Ejército de Liberación 
Nacional) (Salcedo- Fidalgo 2006; Grajales 2011). Many leftist historians and activists 
argued that the lack of allowing third parties to participate during the National Front 
caused the emergence of armed opposition movements (Tate 2007). 
 
2.1.2 The rise of guerillas, paramilitary groups and drug lords 1960-1980 
The FARC derive from rural armed communities who united armed robbery with 
peasant resistance. They ascribe their political legitimacy to their representation of the 
marginalized peasantry, fighting against inequality and poverty (Tate 2007; Browitt 
2001; Meertens & Zambrano 2010). By employing a Marxist–Leninist discourse they 
advocate radical reorganization of the national economy and ending the foreign 
exploitation of Colombia’s natural resources (Browitt 2001). After twenty years the 
FARC grew due to profits from drug trade, kidnapping and other criminal activities and 
became the largest guerrilla group in the country by the end of the 1990s (Salcedo- 
Fidalgo 2006).            
  Landlords who were threatened by the guerrilla groups created their own 
guards to fight their enemies. These private militias were legalized by law 48 of 1968 
that allowed the creation of self-defense groups for citizens to protect their own lives. 
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During the following years, even when this law was revoked, the paramilitary groups 
had obvious links with the Colombian police and military (Thomson 2011; Tate 2007; 
Browitt et al 2011) and were characterized by death squad maneuvers with ‘utter 
contempt for civil rights’ (Browitt et al 2001:4). When the drug trade expanded in the 
1970s, paramilitary groups functioned as private armies for the drug lords. As these 
drug lords bought large pieces of land to launder their money, they needed protection 
from the guerilla who threatened the rural elite.  Famous drug lord Pablo Escobar and 
his Medellin Cartel established a group of violent mercenaries to assassinate politicians 
fighting the drug trade, and at the same time worked with military officers to hunt leftist 
sympathizers.  Subsequently, they killed hundreds of police man, judges and journalists 
to elude judicial persecution (Browitt 2001).        
 The targeting of leftist groups by the paramilitaries spoiled the political reforms 
of president Betancurt (1982-1986) during the 1980s to open the electoral system. He 
started negotiations with the FARC which led to the creation of a legal leftist party, 
‘Union Patrotica’. The party did not last long:  the torture, assassination and 
disappearances of over 5000 of its members is now recognized in Colombia as ‘political 
genocide’ (Rojas 2009; Tate 2007). Marquez (2012) argues that the support or 
involvement of the State in massacres by paramilitary groups and the elimination of the 
Patriotic Union show that ´disposing of life´ is a constitutive component of democratic 
ruling in Colombia. The FARC broke down the negotiations and responded with violence 
to intimidate the population. President Pastrana (1998-2002) restarted the negotiations  
with the FARC, but during these years the national army, the paramilitaries and the 
FARC all increased in number and strength which pushed a political solution even 
further away (Rojas 2009). The FARC employed a militaristic strategy in which they 
took over territorial areas which they claimed to ‘free’ from traditional politics. In 2001, 
the guerrillas had control over more than 30 percent of the country (Salcedo- Fidalgo 
2006).    
         
2.1.3 Territorial control and the crisis of displacement 1980-1990 
Colombia has been suffering from forced internal displacement since the violence in the 
beginning of the twentieth century. Almost two million people fled their homes to never 
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return. Between 1984 and 1995, almost 600000 people were displaced, and the peak 
was between the year 2000 and 2002, when the paramilitaries expanded and the peace 
negotiations with the Farc were disrupted. The large number of IDP´s in Colombia is 
both a consequence and cause of the internal conflict. As a consequence of the armed 
conflict people were – unintentionally - forced to leave their homes and lands when they 
were caught in the middle of fighting armed groups. Moreover, the armed conflict has 
been used as an instrument for land grabbing by different actors. Displacement became 
the purpose of violence.  Both cases have shown that excessive violence is a strategy of 
displacement; massacres, disappearances, torture, the recruitment of minors, all of 
these acts are messages that urge people to leave their homes (CNMH 2015; Thomson 
2011 ; Shultz et al. 2014). The many different perpetrators and the multiple causes of 
internal displacement have altered the phenomenon extremely complicated (Forero 
2003; Ibáñez & Moya 2010) . But a common element in all cases is that ‘el 
desplazamiento forzado es un fallo estatal de su deber constitucional e internacional de 
proteger a las personas bajo su jurisdicción’ (Gomez Isa 2008: 208). The internal 
displacement increased strongly starting from 1980 due to paramilitary expansion, the 
rise of drug trafficking and the peace negotiations with the FARC. The constitutional 
court therefore established the year 1980 as the starting point for the current crisis 
(CNMH 2015). 
 
2.2 Displacement and state violence 1990- 2005  
In the late 1990s the paramilitary groups evolved into the Autodefensas Unidas de 
Colombia (AUC—United Self-Defense Organization of Colombia), an official autonomous 
organization with political claims (Tate 2007).  The paramilitaries as well strengthened 
in military capacity, and outnumbered the FARC with 27000 militants by 2002 (Rojas 
2009). They carried out social cleansings, limpieza social, which involved extremely 
violent methods to terrorize civilians living in areas where the FARC was active. In like 
manner during La Violencia, they used tactics of torturing and killing people in front of 
their families and exhibiting their dismembered body parts (ibid.). The paramilitaries 
carried out hundreds of massacres, a strategy to spread fear throughout the country and 
to deprive guerillas of civilian support (Raphael 2009).     
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 Armed actors started to enlarge their territorial control to implement the 
production of illegal crops, and to control the traffic of arms and drugs. By 2005, more 
than 61% of the arable lands was owned by 0,4% of landowners, while the 24% of land 
was controlled by the 97% of owners (Ibáñez & Querubín 2004). Several authors have 
shown that paramilitarism has consolidated in Colombia’s national political arena 
(Hristov 2009; Aviles 2006; Gill 2009; Tate 2007). The presence of paramilitarism in 
political governance at all levels was especially exposed during Alvaro Uribe’s 
presidency (2002 – 2010) (Canas Baena 2016), which I will elaborate later in this 
chapter.  
 
2.2.1 Displacement as a strategy for an exclusive economy  
Not only the interests of drug trafficking and illegal mining, but also legal interests for 
agro industrial projects by investors changed the use of the Colombian territory. Both 
national and international private companies would benefit from these changes 
(Thomson 2011; Grajales 2011). The migratory processes in Colombia therefore comply 
with the needs and interests of those who hold power over territories and politics 
rather than with a model of development that coincides with the interests of the 
Colombian nation. In the end of the twentieth century, the state introduced the 
neoliberal model which demanded a change in production and commercialization that 
affected especially small farmers and ethnic groups. Many were displaced due to the 
construction of infrastructure and other mega projects on their lands (Bello 2003). The 
national center of historical memory (Centro Nacional de Memoria Histórica) stated:  
´Desplazar, despojar y acumular, “a través de mecanismos de mercado, presiones, 
amenazas y violencia” (PNUH, 2011,página 188) se convirtió en una herramienta 
funcional a modelos económicos excluyentes (desplazar para explotar y usufructuar) 
donde la población desplazada, compuesta principalmente por comunidades 
campesinas, indígenas y afrodescendientes, no tiene posibilidades de acceso a la 
tierra´(CNMH 2014: 132-133).   
 
As the CNMH states, the majority of the victims of displacement are poor peasants and 
members of ethnic communities. Martha Bello (2003:2) describes the vulnerable 
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position of these groups due to their historical exclusion of political participation and 
cultural invisibility in Colombian society:  
´Aún cuando la población desplazada es muy heterogénea y cada vez tiende a 
diversificarse, los desplazados son en su gran mayoría campesinos pobres y personas 
pertenecientes a comunidades étnicas, afrocolombianas e indígenas. Es decir, personas 
que históricamente han estado excluidas de los beneficios de los modelos de 
acumulación, excluidas de la participación política y culturalmente invisibilizadas. Las 
víctimas del conflicto armado, son en muchos casos comunidades ignoradas por el 
Estado y la sociedad, que han logrado sobrevivir, con sus propios recursos, medios y 
estrategias. Son conocidas, expuestas a la sociedad en función de la violencia, la muerte y 
sólo son visibles y adquieren significado, para quienes se disputan el poder, en razón de 
su potencial, como comunidad de apoyo o como territorios estratégicos. Se podría decir, 
entonces, que los desplazados son aquellos para quienes no ha existido la ciudadanía, 
aquellos que no conocen la noción de Estado, por lo menos la de Estado Social de 
Derecho, los excluidos, ahora reconocidos para reclamárseles, "colaboración, militancia, 
apoyo, tributación"´. 
Not only has there been a continuous absence of citizenship for these groups, but they 
have also been widely abused and used by different actors during the armed conflict. 
Their political and cultural invisibility, - their voicelessness-  has been a factor to evade 
their recognition as victims in Colombian society.  
 
2.2.2 Invisibility and recognition of victims 1999- 2004 
Although forced internal displacement in Colombia is a phenomenon that started many 
years ago, it was not studied nor publicly recognized until the late 90’s. This 
corresponds with the rise of international attention for displacement in the world. The 
Colombian case has been named a humanitarian crisis, as the situation affects more 
than 4 percent of the Colombian population, following CODHES (the Consultancy for 
Human Rights and Displacement) (Gómez Isa 2008: 256). There is still much disparity 
regarding the statistics of victims of displacement. According to CODHES, the conflict 
generated more than 3 million displaced by 2006, while the government states that the 
conflict induced less than two million displaced between 2000 and 2002, denying the 
victims of the period between 1985-1999 (Gomez Isa 2008: 206).     
 As the processes of displacement in Colombia did not happen in ‘spectacular’ 
numbers like in the case of the civil war in Syria, but is characterized by its slow and 
consistent pace, it has become a ‘normal’ feature of Colombia’s society (Oslender 2016).  
The CNMH contends in its study that displacement is a structural element of Colombia’s 
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history that enabled the invisibilization of the victims.  Furthermore, victims also had 
their reasons to avoid the label of ´displaced´.  
 
´Aunque generalmente las personas desplazadas cargan con el dolor de otras 
formas de victimización, cuando son “solo” los desplazados de violencia, tienden 
a pasar desapercibidos: en primer lugar, hay que nombrar a aquellos que no 
fueron reconocidos porque quedaron por fuera de los marcos normativos que 
hoy existen; de otro lado, están los muchos que no quieren ser considerados o 
representarse a sí mismos como víctimas, y por lo tanto ocultan su condición de 
desplazados, en buena medida como defensa contra la estigmatización a la que se 
pueden ver expuestos en los lugares en donde se pretenden establecer; por 
último, son tantas las víctimas de este delito de lesa humanidad en Colombia, y se 
volvió tan rutinario dentro de nuestra sociedad, que la omnipresencia del 
desplazamiento termina por volver “invisibles” a sus víctimas´ (CNMH 2015: 23). 
 
This process of ‘normalization’ of violence, has prevented a public outcry against its 
manifestations in society (Oslander 2016). Until the mid 90´s, the gravity and magnitude 
of the displacement did not coincide with the position of Colombian politician, who 
attributed the problem to economic reasons and natural disasters, instead of to the 
internal conflict. The denial of the problem prevented the development of public 
policies or institutions to attend the humanitarian crisis of forced displacement 
(Rodriguez Garavito 2010).          
 It wasn´t until 1995 that the national government recognized that the 
displacement was linked to violence, needed humanitarian attention urgently. Only in 
1997, when the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights started to intervene, a legal 
framework was formed to address the problem. Unfortunately, the implementation was 
limited and the situation only worsened.  César Rodríguez Garavito (ibid.) describes that 
the policies do not derive from a recognition of the displaced as victims of a crime, and 
therefore lack elements that identify and assess the harms that the terror have caused 
which implies the right to reparations. The policy of 1997 is based on the principle of 
solidarity and not on the obligation to repair the damages of illegal practices like forced 
displacement.          
 The Colombian Constitutional Court intervened in 2004 after receiving 
thousands complaints of IDP´s regarding the violation of their constitutional rights. The 
CCC declared the crisis an ´unconstitutional state of affairs´, hereby recognizing the 
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presence of massive human rights violations due to structural failures of the authorities.  
The court delivered judgement T-025, that was based on the obligation to guarantee the 
displaced their rights to justice, truth and reparation (Cepeda-Espinosa 2006). 
 
2.2.3 State violence under Alvaro Uribe 2002-2005 
Uribe´s policies regarding national security form the pillar of his mandate ´Democratic 
Security´. The policies were based on the idea of security as the founding value of 
democracy. Uribe started a ‘war on terror’ to resolve the Colombian conflict by denying 
the existence of a conflict and blaming the problem on groups of ‘terrorists’ terrorizing 
the State and the people (Escobar 2010; Escobar 2013; Uprimny 2003). This way, the 
State and the people were ‘fused to one entity under the well-known logic of who is not 
with us, is against us’  (my translation of Gomez Isa 2008: 194). As Marquez (2012: 1) 
argues; ´For its detractors, however, Democratic Security presented nothing less than a 
thoroughly authoritarian policy built over the innumerable human rights violations its 
text implicitly endorsed´.          
 Uribe strengthened the military, the national police and the intelligence agencies, 
and developed a network of civilian informants. He labeled the guerrilla ‘terrorists’ and 
stepped up the military warfare. All in the name of more security for all, but arbitrary 
arrests, searches without warrants, violent house raids and detentions without evidence 
became systematic (Hristov 2009).  The security legislation criminalized opposition and 
social protest: Especially trade unions and student organizations suffered dramatically 
from the governments aggressive measures, as they were seen as guerrilla 
sympathizers. Many activists were detained and often disappeared forever (Ibid.: 31).  
This way, the securitization model of president Uribe manifested the condition that 
´allows for the state to suspend the law while still operating under the law´s 
authorization. Turned into a major paradigm of government during the late twentieth 
century, the state of exception has allowed states to strip individuals of their citizenship 
rights and to, ultimately, erase them as legal subjects´ (Marquez 2012: 164). Uribe 
launched a demobilization program of the paramilitary in 2005, but evidence 
proliferates that instead of demobilizing, bringing to justice, and reintegrating the 
fighters, the program enabled the incorporation of the paramilitary within the 
Colombian security forces (Raphael 2009; Acemoglu, Robinson & Santos 2013). Attacks 
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against the civilian population increased dramatically. A large part of Colombia’s 
internal forced displacement happened during Uribe’s presidential term while the 
demobilization process was still in progress (Thomson 2011).  
 
2.3 Uribe’s contradictory politics and the boom of historical memory 2005-2011 
In the following paragraphs I will set forth the paradoxical political context during the 
presidency of Alvaro Uribe Velez. On the one hand, he denied the existence of an armed 
conflict in Colombia while guerrilla violence reached its top. At the same time, he 
endorsed national reconciliation policies with the demobilization process of 
paramilitary groups. Some critics have interpreted the government’s support of the 
GMH as a strategy to present itself as sympathetic to victims and to evade its 
responsibility for state crimes (Alcalá & Uribe 2016). 
 
2.3.1 The demobilization of the AUC and the ´parapolítica´ scandals 
In July 2005 ´the Law of Justice and Peace´ was passed, which employs a discourse of 
transitional justice, and ´introducing the requirement of retributive justice in terms of 
imprisonment and recognizing the role of the victims and their rights in the peace 
process´ (Garcia-Godos & Lid 2010: 488). The paramilitary group AUC, (Autodefensas 
Unidas de Colombia) was demobilized under this law. This law has been questioned and 
criticized by many scholars and international human rights organizations for its role in 
generating impunity. ‘It offers reduced prison sentences, financial benefits (such as 
government stipends), and readjustment training for those who demobilize and confess 
in full to their crimes. Prison sentences will be limited to a maximum of eight years. This 
law is one of the principal mechanisms of impunity by which the military and economic 
power of the paramilitary remain intact’  (Hristov 2009: 148).    
 During Uribe´s presidential term, several scandals came to light in which the 
involvement of many politicians from within Uribe’s administration and members of the 
political elite had ties with the paramilitaries. The most high profile scandals were the 
parapolitics, DAS and false positives – scandal (Raphael 2009). The parapolitics scandal 
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refers to the evidence accusing over 200 members of the political system having strong 
connections with paramilitaries. The DAS was the State’s intelligence agency that 
reported directly to president Uribe. In 2008 it was exposed that DAS had carried out 
violence against trade unionists and wiretapped political opponents. Furthermore, the 
many crimes that the Colombian military had committed were brought to light by 
several human rights organizations during Uribe´s government. In 2008 the media 
scandal of ´false positives´ came out: Army troops were killing young peasants and 
dressed them up as guerrilla fighters to meet their ´kill quota´. Uribe tried to dismiss the 
scandal to maintain the image of success of his government, but had to take measures to 
uphold popular support. This implied mainly downplaying the scandal in stead of 
enacting measures to end the violation of human rights (Canas Baena 2016; Morris 
2011; Pachon 2009).          
  Uribe reinforced the rhetoric which legitimates the campaign of state terror, by 
declaring those who challenge the status quo to be terrorists (Hristov 2009; Raphael 
2009). He publicly identified human rights activists as accomplices of the insurgent 
groups, evident in the following quote: "every time a security policy aimed at defeating 
terrorism appears in Colombia, every time the terrorists start to feel weak, they send 
their mouthpieces to talk about human rights"'  (Hristov 2009: 32-33). In this context, 
he – very contradictory- showed empathy for victims and started reconciliation 
measures. Some critics have interpreted the government’s support of the Historical 
Memory Group as a strategy to contest Ubribe´s image as a paramilitary supporter and 
to evade the governments accountability for state crimes (Alcalá & Uribe 2016). 
   
2.3.2 Institutional mechanisms for reparation and reconciliation 2005-2010 
The Law of Justice and Peace induced the National Commission of Reparation and 
Reconciliation (CNRR) which has manifold functions regarding the transitional justice 
process, including the task to establish a narrative of the internal conflict that identifies 
the reasons of the emergence and evolution of illegal armed groups in the country.  Law 
975 declares in article 4 that the national reconciliation process in Colombia has to be 
reached by endorsing victims’ rights to truth, justice and reparation (González 
Chavarría 2010; Lugo & Pablo 2015 ).       
 García-Godos & Lid ( 2010) state in their article that –based on interviews with 
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representatives from different victims´ organizations- the right to truth has been 
declared to be the most important right of the victims and the main form of reparation. 
The National Commission of Reparation and Reconciliation contends two forms of truth: 
the judicial truth and the historical truth. The judicial truth is the truth that is achieved 
by using judicial mechanisms, like trials, designed by Law 975. The historical truth 
refers to the ´reconstruction of the historical record´(Ibid.: 506). The aspect of 
´historical truth´ is considered fundamental to the CNRR´s mission.  
 The National Commission of Reparation and Reconciliation founded an academic 
work group, the Historical Memory Group, to examine representative cases that 
contribute to an understanding of the conflict and the illegal armed groups. This led to a 
study of phenomena like forced displacement, land grabbing and several massacres in 
different departments of the country. It aimed to set forth a memory containing and 
recognizing different visions about the last 45 years of internal conflict (Jaramillo-Marin 
2010). The commission deems this approach to truth as a pedagogical tool to overcome 
the pains of the conflict and as a political tool to create an environment that is beneficial 
for political negotiations and reconciliation. The commission and the Historical Memory 
Group do not hold the function of a truth commission.  This will not be implemented 
until a final accord is reached and the country is officially in a post-conflict situation 
(García-Godos & Lid 2010).  The Historical Memory Group was later on strengthened by 
the Victims and Land Restitution Law (law 1448), which enabled the establishment of 
the Centre of Historical Memory. This institute works on a historical memory program 
and will establish a national memory museum.  
 
2.3.3 The Victims’ and Land Restitution Law and persistent violence 2010- 2015                   
In 2010, Juan Manuel Santos came into office as Colombia’s president, after serving as 
Uribe’s defence minister. He surprised many when he took a different turn in 
addressing the internal conflict, enabling peace negotiations with the guerrilla groups 
by legitimizing them as political actors. He recognized the existence of an armed conflict 
and hereby affirmed that victims were not victims of terrorists but of the ongoing 
conflict. The peace talks with the Farc started in 2012 (Rollow 2014).     
 President Santos induced the Victims and Land Restitution Law (law 1448), 
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which set out procedures for reparations for victims of the conflict. The government 
established a set of policies to enable land restitution and fortify landowners´ rights, 
and thus to prevent further displacement and facilitate the return of those who have 
been forced to leave their homes (Grajales 2011). Although these land restitution 
mechanisms are deemed innovative, it has proved to face many challenges. Technical 
incapacity and burned land registries are just a few of them. In most cases, insecurity 
persists in the victim’s place of origin. Land restitution to millions of displaced people 
would imply an enormous shift in power and wealth in the country, evoking serious 
resistance. ‘Violence remains the most significant factor hampering land restitution. 
Scores of land restitution leaders have been assassinated, and survivors of such violence 
face growing threats. As more land claims move through the system, many fear an even 
more violent response’ (Tate 2016).  Around 80% of the internally displaced want to 
remain in the places where they live now, which implies that assistance will be carried 
out mainly in the urban centers (Carillo 2009).      
 Violence against human rights defenders in Colombia is nothing new, especially 
by State actors during Uribe’s government (Gomez-Isa 2008). However, the persistent 
violence in the past years against leaders of social movements advocating reform is an 
important indicator that former paramilitaries are functioning as death squads. In 2014 
a record number of human rights defenders have reported assaults and intimidations, 
whereas the United Nations have registered 45 defenders killed (Tate 2006). It is clear 
that violence in Colombia will not disappear anytime soon, but the final peace accord 
with the FARC leaves many hopeful.        
 A “Commission for the Clarification of Truth, Coexistence, and Non-Repetition” 
will be the next step in the process of transitional justice to seek truth and 
reconciliation. It is another initiative regarding historical truth and memory. Although 
the struggle for memory is a not a new phenomenon in Colombian society and was 
especially important during Afrocolombian and indigenous mobilization in the 80’s, 
currently, we can speak of a ‘boom’ of historical memory ever since the Law of Justice 
and Peace in 2005 (Giraldo 2014 ; Giraldo 2012 ; Gleghorn 2013; Tate 2016). The 
construction of the National Commission of Reparation and Reconciliation, the many 
investigations by the Historical Memory Group and the National Historical Memory 
Center have all contributed to increase the public debate on memories of violence. We 
can see an increasing amount of unofficial initiatives of historical memory that became 
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strength of the civil society to handle the conflict, but also journalists and academics are 
producing reports and creating memorials to construct a new national narrative 
(Giraldo 2012; Tate 2016).  
 
 
2.4 Conclusion  
The persistent practice of violence has challenged Colombia’s democratic features 
dramatically and stripped its population of equal citizenship. Especially state violence 
has aimed to destroy difference, destroying civil rights as well as political rights. The 
human rights situation in Colombia has presented new characteristics during the 
presidency of Alvaro Uribe Velez, who ruled under ‘a state of exception’ that implied a 
discriminative governance that criminalized opposition and social protest. Colombia’s 
high impunity rates show the biased governance and biased distribution of rights in the 
country.          
 The crisis of displacement is a result of the failure of the duty of the state to 
protect its citizens. The phenomenon of displacement has robbed millions of civilians of 
all their fundamental rights, leaving them without land, work, home, or community to 
belong to. ´El desplazamiento forzado se caracteriza por su gravedad y la violación 
múltiple, masiva y continua de los derechos fundamentales de quienes lo padecen, entre 
ellos, el derecho a la igualdad y a la autonomía  personal´ (Rodriguez- Garavito 2010: 
88). Most of the displaced in Colombia belong to marginalized groups who have never 
been able to practice their citizenship due to enduring discrimination and exclusion. 
The ongoing discrimination and stigmatizing of the displaced in the places of relocation 
hides their true stories. This way, the absence of citizenship for the Colombian 
internally displaced appears to consolidate in a unending social condition. However, the 
affirming of the Law of Justice and Peace and Victims’ law has improved the position of 
victims and induced more possibilities to contest the national narrative.  Since 2005 
several initiatives have emerged in Colombia to work on historical memory and allow 
the uncovering of enduring forms of inequality.  
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3. Claiming memory and citizenship in Bogotá 2011- 2015  
 
In this chapter I will describe the resettlement of IDP´s in the municipality Bogotá and 
analyze their practices of memory. In this chapter I will rely upon open-ended 
interviews and my observations when I assisted memory practices performed in the 
Center of Memory Peace and Reconciliation (CMPR) during my fieldwork in Bogotá. I 
will first describe the contemporary situation of IDP´s in Bogotá and their experience of 
resettlement. I will expand on the symbolic violence they face, which denies them equal 
citizenship in this urban setting. Hereafter I will describe the institutionalization of the 
Center for Memory, Peace and Reconciliation and its methods to aid victims of the 
conflict in Bogotá. Lastly, I will elaborate my observations and experiences of the 
memory practices in the CMPR and explicate how the victims of displacement transform 
these memory practices to tools of claiming citizenship and enhancing processes of 
reconciliation.  
 
3.1 Understanding the experience of resettlement  
Following the latest statistics of CODHES, Bogotá hosts more than 540.000 victims of 
displacement since the year 2012 (CODHES 2012). It is the first place of reception in 
terms of number of displaced people. People seek anonymity, due to the threat of 
persecution, as well as jobs (Bryson 2011). The outskirts of Bogotá receive the largest 
number of IDPs, like the districts Ciudad Bolívar and Usme. Ciudad Bolívar is a well-
known area for being a large slum community that has a history of informal 
urbanization. The area therefore lacks many public services and the people overall live 
in poor social conditions (Walsh 2013: 16). In the following paragraphs I will set forth 
the road to victim assistance for the IDPs that arrive to Bogotá and the difficulties they 
face obtaining real aid.  
 
3.1.1 The road to victim assistance  
When I arrived to Bogotá, the term of mayor Petro came to an end and before the end of 
his term many handouts and directories were printed that provided information 
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regarding Bogota’s public policies of victim assistance. The handouts inform the victims 
where they can denounce the crimes that they suffered, and where government officials 
will explain them which social programs are available. Olarte & Wall (2012) argue that 
the existing infrastructure of victim assistance invisibilizes and depoliticizes the 
problem of displacement in multifold ways. They point out that there is a severe under-
registration of the IDP’s to receive aid as certain types of displacement are not 
recognized, government officials refuse to help, and because of the suspicion by the 
victims towards government institutions. Furthermore, the infrastructure has become 
so complicated that there is no overview on who is responsible, and that there is a great 
lack of funds to carry out what these handouts of the municipality are promising 
(Oslender 2016; Albuja & Ceballos 2010). Moreover, the complexity of the system 
discourages the victims to denounce their situation.  
 
´The system seems to place a multitude of bureaucratic hurdles before IDPs, including; 
the difficulty of accessing information about entitlements, the opaqueness of the 
juridical framework for recognition, and the physical access to the offices of the relevant 
authorities. While these are not in themselves invisibilizing mechanisms, they operate to 
order IDP priorities in such a way that their presence within the political sphere is 
discouraged´ (Olarte & Wall 2012). 
 
 
The complex bureaucratic system of victim attention and disinterest of government 
officials and communities is also pointed out by the National Center of Memory (CNMH 
2015:444) in their work on displacement in the country. Even though the functionaries 
have the legal obligation to provide effective aid, many IDP’s did not receive any aid or 
cooperation from these government officials. Many IDP’s even mistrusted them and say 
that these employees had contacts with armed groups (ibid.).  Mr Pedro1 has been 
displaced several times by the violence in the country and illustrates his fear for 
persecution when he arrived to Bogotá:  
Don Pedro: ´Estuve escondido del 2000 hasta el 2009, en el 2008 me encontré con Claudio y 
otros compañeros. Claudio había sido vecino mío. Claudio me dio ánimo para hacer un 
denuncio, y nadie por acá sabía que era desplazado, trabajaba y todo, pero nadie 
sabía…¿por qué? Porque acá lo cogían a uno y lo mataban a uno como quisiera. Estaba 
viviendo aún en Engativá, un barrio de Bogotá. Fui y puse el denuncio, pero no denuncié 
todo, sólo el atentado pero no mis animales´. 
                                                          
1 Full names of respondents have been omitted in this thesis for their safety and privacy 
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The complicated relationship and interaction with government institutions and the 
continuous threat of violence are not the only two causes that hold back integration and 
community building in the city. The IDP’s come to live in an individualistic city, very 
different from the rural culture, where they are not pursued as victims but as threats to 
the city2 
 
3.1.2 Insecurity and symbolic violence in the urban setting  
The process of resettlement in the urban setting goes with severe sociocultural 
discrimination. The IDP’s experience stigmatization, as they are depicted as allies of the 
armed groups that were active in the rural areas where they came from. Being a 
‘desplazado’ became to have many negative connotations (Pécaut 2000: Codhes 2013: 
CNMH 2015). CODHES (2013:10) argues that this is a result of the lack of attention for 
the humanitarian problem of displacement by the government:  
´Durante muchos años la actitud típica de las autoridades locales ha sido la de negar la 
atención con al argumento de desestimular la llegada de personas desplazadas a su 
jurisdicción, en contravía de los derechos constitucionales básicos y de los derechos 
especiales de las víctimas. Del mismo modo, la actitud de muchos pobladores urbanos es 
la de considerar a las víctimas del desplazamiento como apátridas, como competidores 
por servicios y no como los nuevos habitantes de la ciudad, como ciudadanos de un 
mismo país y de un mismo Estado que ha fracasado en su tarea de protección´. 
 
Resettlement therefore becomes a process of segregation instead of integration in the 
city. As the legitimacy of their presence and their rights to the city are being questioned, 
they suffer a double trauma (Cortes & Cortes 2015): First, their violent displacement of 
their place of origin and afterwards, the experience of discrimination and violence in the 
city.  Miss Mercedes explicates this double trauma when she tells me how a town 
councillor saw the arrival of IDPs as the cause of criminality in Ciudad Bolívar :  
Doña Mercedes: ´un Concejal dijo aquí que aquí en Ciudad Bolívar las vagabundas y las 
putas eran las hijas que los desplazados y que los delincuentes eran los hijos de los 
desplazados. Si cuando nosotros llegamos aquí, ya estaba esa inseguridad, ya estaba ese 
                                                          
2 Interview with former worker at Defensoría del pueblo on 25/10/2015, in Bogotá 
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conflicto aquí en Bogotá, en todas partes, ya había ese problema de las chicas, y que aquí sí 
han pasado cosas con esas niñas es porque los dueños de las casas donde viven las han 
violado, porque la mamita las deja solas en las casas, los hijos de los dueños de las casas.  
Entonces mire lo que pasa en el campo, somos víctimas del conflicto armado, en la ciudad 
somos víctimas del gobierno, y de muchos abusadores, dueños de las casas´. 
 
Symbolic violence encompasses the violence that we know as discrimination (Zea 
2010). It legitimizes other forms of violence (Galtung 1990), like the state violence I 
discussed in the former chapter or measures that upholds inequality. Several 
respondents mentioned the discrimination they have faced and are still facing since 
they arrived to Bogotá. This does not only make integration difficult, but has a severe 
impact on processes of reconciliation. How can relationships be healed when the 
suffering of these victims are not acknowledged? Mr Rolando expresses the difficulty 
with integrating in the city:   
 
Don Rolando: ´cuando la gente se entera que uno es desplazado lo tiene como malo, que 
uno es malo, por eso yo digo la gente no entiende qué es un conflicto armado, porque si uno 
se viene para es en busca de oportunidades y algo así. Y al gente piensa que uno era malo y 
que lo sacaron de allá por malo entonces a veces se cierran las puertas y la gente no le da 
uno trabajo, en lo único que uno puede trabajar es en la rusa (construcción) puede ser que 
uno ahí no tenga estudio ni nada, pero si le dan la oportunidad a uno de trabajar pero eso 
es duro, aquí le dicen la rusa a la construcción, ahí no le piden a uno papeles y solo lo 
meten al seguro y ya, al ser desplazado se cierran las puertas´.  
 
The IDP’s do not only experience difficulties with the building of relations with the 
‘original’ citizens of Bogotá.  Many have also expressed their difficulties with people 
who reinforce their stigmatization by abusing government aids but also have shown the 
competition that exists between ‘true’ victim associations.  
 
3.1.3 Competition between victims  
Several respondents, human rights workers as well as victims, stressed their discomfort 
with and distrust in victim associations, accusing many of not being ‘real’ victims of 
displacement but exploiting the economic aids. As the economic aid that the 
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government distributes to victims of displacement goes ‘in good faith’, as they are not 
able to confirm if the person was displaced or not, abuse of these aids is probably 
unavoidable3. The existence of this distrust, even among victims themselves, legitimizes 
the stigmatization of ‘the displaced’ by other residents of Bogotá as ‘thieves’ and 
‘burdens’ to the municipality instead of victims who deserve aid and attention. 
  The perceived existence of false organizations is not the only struggle among 
‘the displaced’ in Bogotá. Several respondents showed their discomfort with 
organizations who hold more power and who work closely with government entities. 
They accused groups of only trying to improve their own living conditions and those 
who are part of their organization. Victim organizations can obtain funds from 
international organizations or even the government, and this induces competition 
between the people and social organization. The UN (Bloomfield et al 2003: 64) 
describes this in its handbook of reconciliation as a common phenomenon: 
´It is tempting to see all those who have suffered from violent conflict as natural allies, 
even as members of one harmonious family. History, however, teaches us that victims 
frequently compete fiercely with each other for recognition, for material resources such 
as compensation and positive discrimination in the area of housing and education, and 
for symbolic goods such as monuments, medals, memorial days and other types of 
commemoration.´   
    
 The victims I spoke to expressed their feeling of their own invisibility for the State and 
for the public, while other victim organizations approve their own living conditions, and 
this way spreading the message as if all victims receive good assistance: 
Doña Mercedes: ´El gobierno, va y saca unas mesas de trabajo, que la mesa de 
participación de víctimas, que la distrital, que la mesa de las zonas de donde uno vive, pero 
Mija eso es pura distracción allá, llevan solamente a la rosca, es decir las personas que son 
más allegadas. Los que son amigos del gobierno. 
Por eso a mí no me gusta como asociación de víctimas, no me gusta que me metan en esas 
mesas, porque eso solo sirve para que uno no diga nada, y se quede callado. Yo no soy así, 
no me gusta.  
Yo tengo mi propia organización AVICAR. Y seguí luchando por ayudarle, a las víctimas´. 
 
                                                          
3 Interview with ex worker at Defensoría del pueblo on 25/10/2015 in Bogotá 
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When I asked Don Rolando, who was displaced to Bogotá in 2002, about the feeling of 
community in Bogotá, he confirmed that there are struggles regarding resources among 
the victims of displacement that drives people apart:  
Don Rolando: ´me siento contento porque dentro del proyecto con la otra gente hay 
algunos que tenemos muchas amistades, pero habrá otros que no se sientan así, porque 
poco confía uno en la gente. Por ejemplo a Marcela le han pasado muchas cosas, uno de los 
mejores amigos y amigas que ella tenía, ahora son enemigos. Eso porque ella busca 
muchos proyectos y hay personas que se ponen bravos porque meten a otra persona a los 
proyectos y no a ellos, pero es que Marcela mira y se da cuenta, quién necesita más y quien 
no necesita, entonces por eso hay problemas´. 
 
In the following chapter I will explicate the public policy of memory in Bogota, which is 
carried out by the Center for Memory, Peace and Reconciliation. This is an institution 
who, among other things, promotes the empowerment of victims of the armed conflict. 
 
3.2 An analysis of the Center for Memory, Peace and Reconciliation  
The construction of the Center for Memory, Peace and Reconciliation (CMPR) was 
started in 2008 after the idea of the NGO ‘INDEPAZ’ and was included in the 
municipality’s development plans of 2008-2012 and 2012-2016 (CMPR 2015). On their 
website4 they explicate their mission as the promoting of memories and social struggles 
in cooperation with citizens and victim organizations:   
 
´El CMPR promueve, en asocio con los/las ciudadanos/as y las organizaciones sociales y 
de víctimas, la memoria histórica y las memorias colectivas de la violencia política y las 
luchas sociales, así como de sus causas y consecuencias, como instrumento para la 
construcción de la paz y la democracia y la plena vigencia de los derechos humanos.´  
 
To prevent the institutionalization of an official memory by the State, the centre actively 
involved victims and victim organizations from the beginning of the construction of the 
building (Martinez-Sarmiento 2012). In the following paragraphs I will explicate the 
work methods of the center.  
                                                          
4 http://www.centromemoria.gov.co/ 
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3.2.1 Forming a public policy of memory   
The transitional justice discourse includes the concepts ‘duty to remember’ and ‘right to 
memory’, which promotes the discussion between civil society and the State about 
processes of memorialization and public policies of memory (Martinez-Sarmiento 
2012). As forced amnesia has been a conscious tactic of perpetrators in several Latin 
American countries (Bloomfield et al. 2003), the dangers of the involvement of the State 
in memory building are widely contested. Nevertheless, the rights to truth, justice and 
reparation imply an important role for the State in memory building. The State needs to 
give public recognition to the plural memories that exist in society, as the people 
deserve to have their history of suffering belong to their patrimony and be preserved 
(Gomez-Isa 2006).  
The CMPR was not only the first project to be dedicated to memorialization in 
the city, the idea of a ‘public policy of memory’ was completely new. Solis-Delgadillo 
(2012: 36) contends that  ‘una política publica de la memoria debería entenderse como 
las medidas sociales, culturales, jurídicas e históricas implementadas por un gobierno 
democrático para reconocer un pasado autoritario, reparar el daño a las victimas y 
construir un patrimonio colectivo sustentado en los valores de una sociedad plural’. The 
CMPR became the city’s institution to carry out these measures.   
 The centre organized several meeting with victim’s organizations and other 
citizens to discuss the content of such a public policy.  It became clear that the 
entrepreneurs of memory should be the social organizations and victims, and become a 
space of empowerment (Martinez-Sarmiento 2012). I interviewed Maria Fernandez, 
who currently works at the National Memory Centre but used to work at the CMPR 
about the institutionalization of memory:  
 
Maria Fernanda NMC: ´El CMPR tiene un enfoque de la memoria histórica, es para ellos la 
MH no la debe ser un institución de memoria, ellos son una institución del estado pero es 
distinto el enfoque. Ellos dicen que la MH la debe nacer de las organizaciones y las 
víctimas. Entonces lo que hacen ello es propiciar un escenario para que las víctimas se 
expresen. Y se fortalecen ellos aquí, mientras que aquí son grupos de investigadores que 
intentan comprender la realidad y escriben libros. Son dos enfoques súper diferentes, 
entonces el CMPR lo que hacen es poner una plataforma y fortalecer para que las 
organizaciones expresan aquí sus demandas, su propuestas, se organizan, se conozcan, se 
fortalezcan como una organización social. Ellos no son traductores de nada´. 
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Maria Fernanda here stresses the role of the CMPR to make space for memory building, 
instead of producing an official memory, and stressed the importance of empowering 
victim organizations through memory practices in the CMPR. She argued that the 
National Memory Center is publishing interpretations of emblematic cases of suffering, 
which is a completely different approach than the CMPR. Later on, she reminded me 
that I should not see historical memory as a process imposed by the State:   
 
Maria Fernanda NCM: ´hay una cosa que uno no debe confundir, la memoria histórica no 
nace a partir de la ley, y no nace del iniciativas del estado, la memoria histórica la viene 
naciendo las organizaciones sociales de hace mucho tiempo, entonces por ejemplo tenemos 
organizaciones sociales como FALS, este sector social de victimas vienen trabajando el 
tema de memoria histórica hace mucho, normalmente son sectores sociales entonces, están 
las organizaciones indígenas, que tienen unos concepción de memoria histórica muy 
distinta y demás de conflicto muy distinta, ya que el conflicto según la ley de victimas 1448, 
las reparaciones empiezan desde el 1985, pero el conflicto en Colombia ha empezado 
mucho más atrás, pero además depende como uno entiende el conflicto, entonces los 
indígenas no lo entienden de una determinada manera, llegaron los españoles, los 
expropiaron, los desterritorializaron, entonces la memoria histórica de los indígenas 
tienen otra forma´. 
 
By stressing that one should not think that this boom is an initiative from the state, she 
emphasized the importance of victims as social agents of memory.  In the following 
paragraph I will discusses several methods used by the CMPR to create this space for 
memory building.  
 
3.2.2 Methods to carry out the promotion of memory building 
The center designed pedagogical, cultural and communicative strategies to construct 
historical memory, together with processes of social mobilisation and by investigative 
participative action (CMPR 2015). Their projects are meant for all citizens: ´La acción 
del Centro se sustenta en que la construcción de memoria compromete a toda la 
ciudadanía, para re-significarla y llevarla a la acción´ (CMPR 2015). To do this, they 
designed three methods: expositions and tours in the center, interventions in public 
space and the promotion of discussion and cultural expression.  
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They designed different programs and projects for different social actors. They 
divide the social actors in children, teachers, women, organizations and ethnic groups. 
During my fieldwork I assisted mainly the projects with victim’s organizations.  The 
CMPR created projects named ‘crafts of memory’; oficios de la memoria: These crafts of 
memory are group workshops where the victims can build memory through creative 
expression. At the moment these comprehend the sewing of cloths, gastronomic 
cooking, theater and the making of notebooks with paperboard.  
 
´“Los Oficios de la Memoria” son una construccio n colectiva que se expresa a trave s de 
diversos lenguajes y por lo tanto  tienen la capacidad de construir mu ltiples sentidos. En 
ellos no solo se expresa el dolor, la rabia, la tristeza, la culpa, el miedo por medio de 
objetos y relatos que tienen una gran carga simbo lica, sino que la memoria muestra la 
diversidad y riqueza cultural y se pone en dia logo con la de los y las otras lo que permite 
mirarla de otra manera. Estos tambie n permiten recuperar saberes fundamentales que 
han caí do en el olvido y que son esenciales para la reconstruccio n del ser y desde allí , 
recobrar un rol social o desempan ar otros ´(CMPR 2015). 
 
 
During my fieldwork I assisted and observed the projects ‘sewing of 
memories’(costurero de la memoria), savors and knowledge (sabores y saberes)  and 
carto(n)graphy (cartongrafía). The women sew cloths and express their stories on these 
textiles. In some occasions it is easier to tell a life history while sewing the cloth, or by 
describing the figures on the cloth.  
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(Photograph by Kelly van Kempen 2015 at CMPR)  
 
This cloth was exposed during an event at the CMPR, you can clearly see how they 
sewed the presence of armed actors, opposed to their peaceful life on the countryside.  
 ‘Sabores y saberes’ allows the victims to retrieve memories from their place of 
origin like traditions, beliefs, habits through cooking typical dishes of their region of 
origin. Most of the time the victims cannot return to their place of origin as armed actors 
took over the area and it still is not safe to return. Through sharing food the victims 
celebrate the gastronomy of their region.  
 Cartongrafías is an independent editorial in which recycled paperboard is used to 
make notebooks in which the victims draw and write down their memories of their lost 
land (CMPR 2015).  
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(Photograph by Kelly van Kempen 2015 at CMPR)  
 
Mr Rolando is one of the participants of ‘cartongrafías’ and tells me how the project 
helps to share your story:   
 
Don Rolando: ´Pues la cartongrafía significa un proyecto de construcción, porque ha 
ayudado a construir nuestras propias vidas, a restaurar a sanar y a compartirles a muchas 
personas que tienen muchos problemas 
Don Rolando: Yo comparto lo que me paso a mí y a través de esto sanar, porque antes 
había mucho temor, rabia y dolor en nuestro corazón. Entonces miramos que cuando 
comenzamos a escribir hubo muchas lágrimas, porque muchas personas llorar recordando 
lo que les había sucedido, habían muchas personas que no querían que las entrevistaran o 
les preguntaran y de fotos, menos, nada.  
Pero hoy en día vemos que si usted se pone a hablar con un persona ahí, le habla le sonríe, 
y comparte lo que ha hecho en el trabajo´. 
 
These ‘crafts of memory’ are part of the pedagogical strategy for memory building in the 
city. The projects are carried out and presented in universities, libraries, public squares 
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and public schools, as well as in the CMPR itself in cooperation with the municipality’s 
secretariat of Education and the institute for the construction of peace ‘FICONPAZ’ 
(CMPR 2015).  Ms Mercedes, displaced by several armed groups, tells me how she likes 
to make the student aware of the life the peasants live in the rural side:  
 
Doña Mercedes: ´Pues en los colegios es bueno, y una vez Mónica me hizo hacer una 
exposición a los chicos de los colegios, Mónica les decía, el conflicto armado yo no lo he 
vivido, pero ella sí entonces les puede contar. Entonces los chicos que van a visitar, se 
asombran de la vida en el campo y se van concientizando, sobre la vida en el campo, sobre 
qué es la guerra. Esa experiencia para mí fue muy buena´. 
 
Mr Pedro tells me he likes to share with the students what the government has done to 
the population:  
 
Don Pedro: ´Yo  hago parte del Centro de Memoria porque con estos conocimientos que 
tengo de la guerra, creo que hago parte del Centro de Memoria, porque somos una 
memoria, con este compañero Claudio y otros somos realmente memoria. 
Yo quiero mostrarles [los jóvenes] casualmente como […]todo lo que ha hecho el gobierno 
contra el pueblo trabajador. Porque el gobierno no le ha hecho tanto daño a la guerrilla, sí 
le ha hecho daño, pero no tanto como al pueblo civil, al pueblo trabajador. Es que lo que el 
daño que el gobierno le ha hecho al pueblo es algo demasiado cochino [sucio]´.  
 
Both respondents express in these interviews how they want to raise consciousness 
about what is ‘really’ happening in the country. This way, their testimonies function as 
tools to construct memory, demand truth and fight stigmatization.  
 
3.3 The mobilization of memory practices to claim citizenship  
Memory practices create a space that victims can use to demand equal citizenship. They 
can create and manage a discourse to change the current society and construct peace.  
´Las contiendas discursivas en las que se involucran las políticas de la memoria no 
tienen fines puramente descriptivos o interpretativos – como sería el hecho de 
cuestionar la veracidad de un relato o re significar las identidades de los actores 
sociales. Al promover nuevas interpretaciones de los hechos y de los marcos valorativos 
en los que tienen sentido tales hechos, las políticas de la memoria pueden transformar 
cualitativamente el sentido de las relaciones sociales o promover acciones directas del 
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Estado para modificar, en un sentido o en otro, el estatus quo prevaleciente´ (Rodríguez 
2008: 50).  
 
During my fieldwork in Bogotá I experienced the memory boom in many ways. The 
many graffiti’s in the city to remind all about the horrors of Colombia’s history, and the 
many victims it produced, were striking.  In the following paragraphs I well explicate my 
own experience of memory practices by IDP’s in Bogotá and how memory practices are 
used as an instrument to claim citizenship.  
 
3.3.1 Contesting existing narratives by positive identity construction  
IDP´s mobilize memories to contest existing negative narratives, by stressing their 
former identity. During my participation of workshops in the CMPR I detected the need 
to remember their positive experiences in their place of origin. This way, they could 
overcome their violent memories. This strategy of healing their own wounds is also a 
strategy of contesting the stigma of violence that many fellow residents give them.
 During my interviews with several victims of displacement, they stressed their 
independence and hard work, and how the government takes away their dignity:  
 
Don Pedro: ´Claro, (mis Derechos Humanos) están violados. Me están negando lo que me 
pertenece por ser víctima. No me han dado nada. Esas ayudas que me han dado son como 
para un limosnero (persona que pide dinero en la calle) y yo no soy limosnero, un hombre 
trabajador y honesto, y que a nadie le he pedido limosna…porque todavía a pesar de los 
años y mis sufrimientos, las enfermedades que padezco, yo trabajo y tengo la pensión y con 
eso me defiendo y defiendo este hogar…´ 
 
Don Pedro stresses here that the reliefs he have received make him feel like a homeless 
man who does not want to work. He tells me proudly that after everything he has been 
through, he still makes his own living. Doña Mercedes tells me how she feels 
underappreciated in the city, and how the city took away her pride:  
Doña Mercedes: ´En cambio, en el campo yo si podía seguí siendo campesina, así mis hijos 
fueran universitarios, yo en el campo tenía mi grado y mi estudio de campesina. Pero la 
ciudad nos quita todo. Yo llegué aquí y la ciudad me quito todo´. 
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The stigmatization and refusal of acceptance in the city, is a way of questioning the 
legitimacy of their presence in the city. It is a questioning of the legitimacy of ‘deserving’ 
aid. This generates the need of the peasants to emphasize their pride on their place of 
origin, proving that they are not ‘just economic migrants’. Don Pedro tells me nostalgic 
about his time before the paramilitary arrived: 
 
Don Pedro: ´Después de esa persecución tan brava al liberalismo, nadie era 
guerrero porque todos eran trabajadores honestos, donde en ese tiempo se dejaban 
las casas con las puertas abiertas, usted podía dejar oro, plata, animales, cosas de 
valor y nadie se llevaba nada. Llegaba alguien y si no encontraba nada, y si los 
animales tenían hambre, les daban de comer, pero no se llevaban nada. Nadie le 
tenía miedo a nadie. No es como hoy que uno le tiene miedo a un niño de 10,11 años 
porque uno no sabe qué le puede hacer a uno. En ese tiempo todos tenían esa 
formación tan hermosa´.  
 
I could also notice this need to prove that there is more than violence in their places of 
origin like music, food, dance, friendships, and family in the memory practices that I 
witnessed in the CMPR. When I joined the event that celebrated the anniversary of the 
CMPR, I could witness all ‘crafts of memory’. I enjoyed typical plates from El Chocó, that 
was cooked for the project ‘Sabores y Saberes’ by the organization AFRODES, an 
organization for black displaced women. The women could proudly watch how a long 
line of students was formed to get a taste of the typical dish. The cooks were dressed in 
colorful dresses from the region and with big smiles notably enjoyed sharing their food. 
It was an event that gathered many different people:  I spoke to students who came to 
join the event, as well as many victims from all over Bogotá. By showing customs or 
traditions from their former place, they construct their home in a new territory and 
stress their collective identity.  Many people knew each other and everybody was 
interacting with other, through sharing food, dancing or chatting. The feeling of 
community was evident.   
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3.3.2 Mobilizing memories to claim citizenship       
During my fieldwork I witnessed how memory practices are histories that can be 
transferred to others. On the celebration of the CMPR’s anniversary I saw how several 
women explained their painful life histories by describing what they have sewed on the 
textiles. The cloths carry a message. Their voices went down when they described that 
the armed men on the cloth represented the men that displaced them, or killed their 
family members. The students who passed the stands observed the cloths carefully and 
smiled with empathy to the women. The message was received.     
 The event was filled with dance and theater performances in which the victims 
expressed their experience of fear and grieve. By transferring their memories and 
emotions they transfer the awareness that they too are part of this society. My 
experience with the memory practices in the center is the positive establishment of 
organizations and fellow victims, but also a political claim of belonging to the national 
community. I experienced how the memories were transferred to the public, who could 
empathize with the victims. This is a good step towards ´healing relationships´.  
 I observed several panel discussions in which victim’s organizations formulate 
their demands and discuss how to establish their rights. Mr Pedro explained me how he 
holds the right to ‘be something in life’, but that that is still missing here in the city:  
Pedro: ´Los Derechos Humanos para mí, en realidad Derechos Humanos, es donde haya 
justicia, donde se aplique la justicia, donde haya igualdad y se aplique, la equidad de todo 
para todos, iguales en derechos, trabajo, en oportunidades…¿Qué necesitan ustedes? Que 
hayan universidades, que hayan formas de estudiar y ser alguna cosa en la vida. Ser 
empresario, o tener libremente sus formas de trabajo, de vida, su casa, su carro, su 
empresa y todo de que vivir. Todo eso son los Derechos Humanos, pero aquí no se están 
dando, todo lo contrario, acá hay es persecución. Acá los doctores y doctoras que trabajan 
con los Derechos Humanos tienen que hacer lo que el gobierno les diga y si no, pierden su 
puesto, y ellos cuidan su puesto…esa es la verdad y no se la puedo negar a nadie´. 
 
I assisted several workshops in the CMPR where teachers, community leaders and 
victims of the conflict discussed for example the peace process and the pedagogics of 
memory They spoke about the importance of memory in their own districts of the city 
and discussed the workshops they had given and the lectures on schools. They were 
especially satisfied about the empathy of the children when the victims told their life 
histories. They all realized the importance of pedagogics of memory: to share their 
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stories to educate about the conflict. In all the workshops that I attended I could feel the 
will of the victims to make a change. They were not merely victims, they were taking on 
their role of ambassadors of peace.       
 When I observed the panel discussions in which several organizations articulate 
their demands of the State, the Afro Colombian representative takes a similar position 
as the indigenous leader: the violence against the communities started long before the 
emergence of the armed groups. The Afro Colombian population has suffered from 
exploitation and poverty throughout their whole history, and now demand 
compensation. I have seen how the victims’ organizations demand recognition of the 
violations of their rights,  demand accountability and therefore demand social rights like 
healthcare, food, housing and education. Their memory practices give other citizens and 
government officials insight in their lives before violent groups took over control, the 
horrors they have suffered, and the horrors they are still suffering living in the 
municipality of Bogotá.  My experience and participation of workshops organized in and 
by the CMPR showed me how the everyday politics of victim’s organizations intersect 
with representations of the past.   
 
3.4 Conclusion  
The displacement to the urban setting of Bogotá has generated an incentive to claim the 
citizenship that many of the victims of internally displacement have never had. In the 
urban setting the many different identities live next to each other and the IDP´s become 
aware of their judicial status and the rights they hold. Living closely to the government 
institutions makes it easy to claim rights and demand equal citizenship. The experience 
of inequality in the city and the bureaucratic difficulties of the victim assistance model 
both form incentives for victims to organize and stand up for their rights.   
 More importantly, memory functions as a central organizing tool and a necessity 
to improve the living conditions of all the displaced. Through memory practices the 
IDP´s enhance public recognition of displacement as politically problematic. By memory 
practices they fight the ‘invisibilization’ they are suffering. We can see that memory 
practices are not only a way to heal their wounds and traumas, but also give them a 
space where they can retrieve their dignity. We can see a mobilization of memories to 
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contest existing negative narratives, by stressing their former identity as humble and 
hardworking persons. They heal relationships that go beyond the internal conflict, and 
try to establish equal citizenship that has never existed for them. By demanding 
accountability for historical truths, they extend their own citizenship rights to equal 
rights and justice.           
 The memory boom can be seen as collective action to redefine citizenship rights. 
Practices of memory function as tools to extend citizenship, and seek to uncover 
‘historical yet enduring forms of inequality’ (Jelin 1998).  
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4. Conclusion  
The challenges that a society like Colombia faces after years of conflict and manifold  
violent expressions is a challenge that many post conflict societies face in the current 
days. How can wounds be healed and broken relationships re-established? How can the 
atrocities be prevented in the future? The right to truth has been declared to be the 
most important right of the victims and the principal form of reparation.  Furthermore, 
the memory of the past must ensure that the suffered human rights violations will never 
happen again. How can we understand this role of historical memory in processes of 
reconciliation? This case study of victims of displacement in Colombia shows us how 
historical memory functions as a tool to establish an order where human rights are 
guaranteed for all citizens.          
 In the first chapter I analyzed the three concepts of historical memory, 
citizenship and internally displaced persons and showed how they interrelate. As 
demonstrated by Jelin (1990) in the first chapter, memory works as a cultural 
mechanism to fortify feelings of belonging to groups and this way strengthens cultural 
and political identities in society. Memory politics become important tools to articulate 
belonging to a political community, and this way become an intentional practice to 
configure citizenship rights. The ways in which events  are remembered conditions the 
response to it. The two concepts of memory and citizenship interrelate in their essence 
of a struggle for power: who is entitled to represent what? Who is entitled to define 
what are the common problems in society?     
 Internally displaced people need to reestablish their ´belonging´ and therefore 
find themselves with little to zero citizenship rights. Memory can be an important tool 
to construct their home in a new territory, as a strategy to gain power over their own 
lives. All three concepts can be related to a the struggle of power, more explicitly,  the 
struggle to be heard.          
 In chapter 2 I have shown how victims of displacement have experienced a 
historical absence of citizenship. As Colombia’s internal conflict was fought in the rural 
areas, peasants, afro Colombians and indigenous groups were the main victims of the 
conflict and have been displaced in large numbers.  The rural poor never had access to 
political rights throughout history, as it is a country ruled by elites who prevented their 
political participation. Furthermore, they did not hold civil rights: the moment they 
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were displaced they were robbed from their right to freedom, their right to have 
property and their right to speak freely. Moreover, they had never met the social state.
 For decades these people were displaced from their territories before aid was 
endorsed. Their invisible status in the country resulted in a denial of the internal 
conflict and the absence of a public outcry against the violence. The situation became 
normalized.  This exemplifies the conflictive practice related to power; citizenship. This 
understanding of citizenship by Jelin (1990), the struggle about who is entitled to define 
common problems and deciding how they will be faced, characterizes the absence of 
citizenship for the IDP´s. Only since 2005 an infrastructure was build to attend the many 
victims, but still faces problems with implementation.      
 In chapter 3 I have exposed the experience of resettlement in Bogotá by IDP´s 
and analysed their memory practices. The urban setting of Bogotá forms the center 
where the rural poor finally ´meet´ the social state and can bring their violated rights to 
the attention. Their struggle for exposing historical truths, accountability, and social 
rights still form part of their everyday struggle in Bogotá. As long as the harms that 
victims have experienced will not be recognized, there is no space for reconciliation. 
The hostile attitude towards IDP’s in Colombia consists of questioning their legitimacy 
in the city, and question to what extend they ´deserve´ or ´owe to themselves´ their 
place in the society. By depicting the IDP´s as competitors for social services and a 
burden to the city, the IDP´s automatically do not hold the same citizenship rights as 
other residents. The historical absence of citizenship for victims of displacement is what 
we see in current memory practices.       
 My experiences in Bogotá and especially in the CMPR has shown me how 
memory practices through creative expression has functioned to build friendships and 
community. The creative expression facilitated talking about their experiences, or took 
away the need to talk, as the crafts were their way to express their emotions. I have seen 
how they transfer their memories through dance, food, and theater and gain recognition 
of the horrors they faced.  This exemplifies Calveiro´s theory (2006) of the real quality 
of memory, which differentiates it of history: the possibility to transfer an emotion, to 
make it personal. They stand up to their stigmatization and contest these negative 
narratives by showing their view on the conflict, on their lives.    
 The CMPR embodies the municipalities contribution to promoting peace in the 
city. By enhancing victims as social agents of memory, they empower them to rebuild 
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their lives. As we have seen in Halbwachs (1992) theory, individual memories get 
meaning in the context of present day concerns. This forms ´social frameworks of 
memory´ in which memories are positioned to change the status quo. Now, how can we 
understand the role of historical memory in processes of reconciliation for victims of 
displacement?         
 The victims of displacement in Bogotá transform historical memory into a tool to 
claim citizenship that many have never had. The struggle for citizenship rights by IDP´s 
in the city of Bogotá form part of the process of healing and reestablishing relationships 
in society. Memory practices enhance their self-esteem and confidence in the group and 
establish a political community to belong to. The sense of community and belonging that 
is generated through this collective memory building, results in the awareness of being 
a subject with the rights to have rights. Historical memories are mobilized to strengthen 
their rightful place in society: an equal citizen with rights. By contesting negative 
narratives and forming social organizations strengthened by historical memories they 
claim their recognition as victims and equal citizens.      
 As we have seen, IDP’s do not lose their culture when they are displaced from 
their homes. Following the ideas of Brun (2001) as demonstrated in chapter 1, 
displaced people reterritorilize their homes by employing strategies of home making. 
By stressing their traditions and regional culture, they make a home and do not become 
powerless. They become active social agents of memory. These social agents start their 
social organizations to actively demand memory and claim their cultural rights, their 
social rights like housing, education and healthcare, political participation in policy 
changes and their freedom to speak and demand memory. The claim for citizenship that 
I have seen in Bogotá is a way to heal the historical inequality that the IDP’s have 
experienced.          
 Looking at the concept of citizenship from below of Dagnino (2005) memory 
practices become a strategy of the citizens themselves to enhance social integration . 
Through memory practices they expose and demand accountability for historical truths. 
What I have seen in Bogotá is the lively practice of memory building  that emerges from 
the complex ways in which representations of the past intersect with the everyday 
politics of victim´s organizations to reach reconciliation.     
 The result of this study relies upon ethnographic-like methods as participant 
observation in the CMPR and the daily life in urban Bogotá. I visited the areas where 
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many IDP´s reside and felt their struggles. Furthermore I relied upon open ended 
interviews with government officials and victims of displacement. As a direct 
consequence of this methodology, the study encountered a number of limitations, which 
need to be considered. Due to the time limit of 7 weeks of fieldwork, the sample size of 
respondents was rather small to generalize the experience of resettlement in the city. 
Nevertheless, as this was a qualitative research, the interviews were very useful to come 
to an understanding of these life histories. I am aware of possible bias in my self-
reported data. My role as a European researcher in Colombia gave me access to speak 
with victims, as some really wanted to have their story reach other parts of the world, 
and were all well aware of the economic aid that European NGO´s provide. These 
considerations could have biased their answers and exaggerated their bad living 
conditions in the city and the lack of government aid. Nevertheless, I was well aware of 
this possible bias and therefore did not only rely on interviews but also put a lot of time 
in observing the life of the IDP´s and experiencing the city myself.    
  For ethical reasons I always made clear to my respondents that I did not 
represent any NGO who could assist with funds.  Nevertheless, they still wanted to share 
their story and experiences, and help me with my research. Most government officials 
also wanted to help me, especially the assistants of the CMPR proudly wanted to 
promote their work. I did experience limited access to government institutions like the 
´defensoría del pueblo´. As a new mayor was recently chosen, they did not want to step 
on anybody´s toes and refused interviews. Luckily I found a former worker at the 
defensoría del pueblo who wanted to help me, who I am very thankful. I could feel the 
tension in the government institutions as well as with the visitors of the CMPR about the 
new government which switched from ´left´ to ´right´ -wing politics. The attention to 
victims in the city could come to an end, as so feared many.     
 In any case, the victims of displacement will not let their memories be silenced 
and hopefully, citizenship rights will expand. Nobody knows if the upcoming peace 
agreement will actually establish peace and how long it will take, nor if everybody is 
ready for reconciliation. Luckily, what I have seen, initiatives to heal the relationships in 
society are unmistakably present. The current lively struggle for a better future 
represent the dreams that still live under the victims of displacement. They might have 
been displaced from their territories, but nobody will ever displace their dreams.  
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Annex : Interviews  
1. 24/10/2015: Don Pedro, displaced peasant from the Meta, in Bogotá. Duration: 
01:30:00 
2. 25/10/2015: Ex worker of la Defensoría del pueblo, in Bogotá. Duration: 00:28:00 
3. 30/10/2015: Two leaders of the organization Andescol in Bogotá. Duration: 01:32:00 
4. 2/12/2015: Maria Fernanda Pérez, ex researcher at CMPR and current employee at 
the National Memory Centre, in Bogtoá. Duration: 00:47:00 
5. 3/12/2015: Gonzalo Sanchez, director of the National Memory Centre, in Bogotá. 
Duration: 00:48:00 
6. 5/12/2015: Maria Consuelo Ramírez, expert on transitional justice and human rights, 
in Bogotá. Duration: 01:27:00 
7. 6/12/2015: Don Rolando, displaced person from Huila, in Bogota. Duration:. 01:04:00 
8. 9/12/2015: Clara Ramirez Gomez, researcher at CODHES, in Bogotá . Duration: 
00:39:00 
9. Samora, head of  ´la Alta Consejería para las víctimas´. In Bogotá: Duration: 00:20:00 
10. 10/12/2015: Mr Dario, assistant at the CMPR, in Bogotá. Duration: 00:58:00 
11. 10/12/2015: Andrés Pacho, human rights defender, in Bogotá: 00:20:00 
12. 15/12/2015: Synthia Rubio, worker at the national Victims Unit, in Bogotá. 
Duration: 00:20:00 
13. 17/12/2015: Doña Mercedez and three of her friends, all victims of displacement. In 
Bogotá.  Duration: 02:50:00 
14. 18/12/2015: Doña Blanca, a community leader in Ciudad Bolivar, in Bogotá. 
Duration: 01:25:00 
 
 
